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'Were American Newcomen to do naught else, our
work is well done if we succeed in sharing with
America a strengthened inspiration to continue
the struggle towards a nobler Civilization—
through wider knowledge and understanding of the
hopesy ambitionSy and deeds of leaders in the past
who have upheld Civilization's material progress.
As we look backwardy let us look forward"
CHARLES PENROSE
Senior Vice-President for North America
The Newcomen Society of England

This statement, crystallizing a broad purpose of the Society, wasfirstread
at the Newcomen Meeting at New York World's Fair on August5,1939,
when American Newcomen were guests of The British Government

' 'Actorum Memores simul affectamus Agenda"
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OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

His pioneer Stereoscope and the later Industry

through the years, has honored
the memories of numerous pioneers within the broad
fields of many enterprises and many industries. Invention
and research and development have opened golden doors
to discovery, whereby knowledge and educational teaching have made valuable contributions: so that men shall
have wider understanding. Nature has been unfolded;
Science has been explained; Travel has been brought
close to home. Inspiration has been shared and intellectual curiosity aroused. This Newcomen manuscript deals
with pioneers and an agency and an art valuable alike in
the educational and entertainment fields. A development
whose popularity flourished like the green bay treey in
the 1890ys and the early part of the 20th Century; and,
todayy through greater precision, greater refinement,
and the application of scientific principles, has attained
new place among America's distinctive contributions
to Education and Science.
AMERICAN N E W C O M E R

Isolated as America was during many generations} the
American People responded quickly to the breadth of
outlook which foreign travel provided for those to whom
its lure was accessible. For those many others} the
stereoscope was a veritable gateway} at home} to Foreign
Land and Peoples. Oliver Wendell Holmesy scholar^
philosophery and man of letters} early grasped the
vision of its wide possibilities I
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This Newcomen Address; dealing with the
history of the Stereoscofe in America, was
delivered at the "1949 Lake Erie Dinner" of
The Newcomen Society of England, at which
Mr. Hamilton was the guest of honor, held at
Erie Club, in Erie, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,
on November 4, *949
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"Few Americans are aware of the scientific contributions
made by Oliver Wendell Holmes (i809-1894) in the
development of the Stereoscope. The famous author of
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table is known more for
his essays, his poems, and his satires. The distinguished
graduate of Harvard College, in the Class of 1829, had
many accomplishments and many interests: man of
letters, teacher of anatomy, master of verse, physician,
and inventor. The Stereoscope was one of his most cherished ventures/'
—GEORGE E. HAMILTON
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and PEMBROKE COLLEGE form a prized British background of the American whose unique Newcomen manuscript is
set out in these pages. Pembroke College in Oxford University
dates back to the Year of Grace 1624y when founded by JAMES I;
and when the Earl of Pembroke, then Chancellor of Oxfordy
°:stood godfather" A colorful and magnificent ceremony was that
of August 5, 1624y when the venerable Broadgates Hall became
exalted into Pembroke College. Among benefactions were three
fellowships for the Channel Islands, endowed by CHARLES I.
Pembroke's history has been distinguished: her sons include Dr.
Samuel Johnson, who matriculated in 1728; George Whitefield,
in 1732; and Sir William Blacks tone, the great lawyer, in 1738.
Samuel Johnson's room, still preserved, is found over the Great
Gateway. The best of Oxford's traditions are a golden heritage for
Pembroke College. It was in residence there, that GEORGE E.
HAMILTON, first Rhodes Scholar from the State of Indiana, spent
three years: with every opportunity to absorb all that English
culture and English learning had to offer. He profited abundantly.
Born in Ohio, he earlier attended Manchester College in Indiana;
subsequently graduating at Earlham College in Indiana, in the
Class of 1905. Then he went to England, entering Oxford University. His entire life has been devoted to Education. Upon
return from England, he taught Latin and athletics, in Indiana.
During the earlier Summers of 1900 to 1903, he had worked his
way through college by selling stereoscopes for James M. Davis
of New York. This was the heyday of the stereoscope; Davis was a
foremost pioneer; and, today, Keystone View Company owns all
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of the Davis negatives. During just 30 years, Mr. Hamilton has
been associated with Keystone View Company, at Meadville,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A.y of which he is President. His organizationy
internationally-knowny centers its efforts in the educational and
ophthalmic fields, whether for schools, colleges, industry, the
ophthalmic professionsy or government. It has the famous Brady
negativesy taken during the Civil Wary and made available by the
Library of Congress. Its travel negatives cover all countries of the
civilized world. The writer of this informal biographical sketch
remembers distinctly the thrilly as a small boy in the late 1880ys,
provided by the stereoscopic views of foreign lands which his
Grandmother highly prized at Philadelphia. Here then were
spread out before him a glorious pageant of the countries of England, France, Germany, Belgiumy Hollandy Italyy Spain, and
Northern Africa—countries which he was destined years later to
visit and to recognize. The memory of that earliest stereoscopic
experience has never dimmed. Therein lay inspiration and ambition—even for a small boy I Amazing strides have been made in
the art during a succeeding 60 years! Today, the modern stereoscope is a valuable aid—and in then undreamed directions. Edttrcator, author, lecturer, business executive, good citizen, student
of history, Mr. Hamilton is a member of the Lake Erie
Committee, in The Newcomen Society of England.
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